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in any way, or have been subject to misuse, negligence, or accident, or have not been operated in accordance with HFC's
printed instructions or have been operated under conditions more severe than, or otherwise exceeding, those set forth in the
specifications for such goods.
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PREFACE
The intended purpose of this manual is to provide the necessary information to correctly install, connect,
operate, calibrate, and service the SY14B Prover unit.
The SY14B Prover is an advanced field calibration system designed to calibrate turbine flowmeters used
in bulk fluid delivery systems. In addition, the unit is capable of calibrating metering equipment as a
system.
The individual sections of this manual cover General Information, Operations Overview, Test Mode
Setup, Calibration Mode, Configuration Mode, Service Guide, System Proving, and Calibrating the
SY14B Prover, Version 2.
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1-1

Electronics package.

The SY14B Prover is a field calibration system for cryogenic flow metering systems. The system
uses an internal computer and a printer to generate calibration reports on various delivery systems.
The unit performs the required calculations internally thus eliminating the chance of operator error.
When suitably documented by an NIST traceable laboratory, the system offers users a high
accuracy standard of comparison to allow adjustment of bulk transport mounted metering systems.
The SY14B Prover meets the accuracy requirements of Handbook 44 for a proving device.
Traditionally, the accuracy of flow metering systems for bulk transports has been verified by
comparing the metered delivery with the net weight delivered on a certified truck scale. To
eliminate road loss errors, the bulk transport had to pump, while on a weigh scale, into a second
empty transport off the weigh scale. The low precision resulting from scale inaccuracy and lack of
control in pumping rate resolution, necessitated very large sample sizes. In addition, the weight
measurements could not be made while pumping. This resulted in a time consuming process where
the pump was started and stopped repeatedly and which tied up two trailers and the weigh scale for
typically four hours per calibration check. In addition, when finished, both trailers had to be filled
before going out again. With the Hoffer SY14B Cryogenic Transfer Standard these problems are
eliminated. The liquid is pumped from the trailer through the SY14B Prover and back into the
trailer through the top fill connection.
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1.2

DESCRIPTION
A complete SY14B Prover system is composed of a transfer standard turbine flowmeter, an
electronics console, and a metering run mounted on a portable hand truck. The electronics portion
of the prover is provided in a small portable electronics enclosure with military style electrical
fittings. Instantaneous indication of the flowrate and flowing temperature is provided as well as a
total flow indicator and an accumulative test total indicator.

Figure 1-2

Hand truck metering run.

A prover cable connects the transfer standard to the trailer metering system. A prover start button
on the SY14B Prover simultaneously starts both systems electronically. The SY14B Prover will
automatically stop both system totalizers when the correct test total has been reached. The
integrally mounted control valve allows the operator to simulate the typical flowrates and delivery
pressures seen in actual service. The pump does not have to shut down between test runs.
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1.3

PRECAUTIONS

1.3.1

STATIC ELECTRICITY
The SY14B Prover uses high speed CMOS circuitry which is sensitive to static damage.
Accepted safe practices for the handling of electronic devices should observed at all times.
All spare parts are shipped in special packages to avoid static damage. These precautions
should be observed when servicing the equipment.
Once the SY14B Prover is installed, grounded, and connected, the odds of static discharge
damage are greatly reduced. Should a malfunction due to static discharge be suspected, it
may be necessary to turn the power OFF and then ON after a 10 second delay to restore
normal operation.
Low humidity environments increase the potential for static build up. In these conditions the
operator should touch a grounded conductive surface prior to touching controls of the SY14B
Prover.

1.3.2

WELDING
Welding should not be performed in close proximity to the PROVER or its connecting
cables. If welding under these conditions must be performed, disconnect all cables from the
PROVER. Failure to do so may result in damage to the unit.

1.4

PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT

1.4.1

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
In the event of a malfunctioning system, the following guidelines should be observed for the
preparation and shipment of the unit in question. Failure to do so may result in the material
reaching its destination damaged.

1.4.2

COMPLETE SY14B PROVER SYSTEM
If the entire SY14B Prover System needs to be returned for service, follow these steps:

1.4.3



Wrap the complete unit in a cushioning type of material.



Secure the wrapped unit in a commercial grade shipping container.



Label the exterior container with bold letters stating "HANDLE WITH CARE".

ELECTRONIC SUBCOMPONENTS

CAUTION - The SY14B is a static-sensitive device. Standard practices for static-sensitive
parts should be observed.
Electronic subcomponents refers to the printed circuit board or any other related electronic
components.
The electronic component should be wrapped in a material conforming to MIL-B-81705,
Type II, and packaged in a heat sealable bag conforming to MIL-P-81997. These steps are
necessary to protect the equipment from electrostatic charges that may occur during handling.

HP-220
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The packaged unit should then be marked with a sensitive electronic device caution label
conforming to MIL-STD-129, Appendix C. The equipment should then be wrapped in
cushioning material, and placed into a close fitting box conforming to PPP-B-636 Domestic
class.
The exterior shipping container should be marked with a sensitive electronic device caution
label conforming to MIL-STD-129, Appendix C.

1.5

SPECIFICATIONS


Display: 32-character, alphanumeric, LED backlit LCD supertwist display, 0.3" character height.



Keypad: 16-key.



Printer - Integrally mounted, industrial grade, 40 columns.



Operating temperature: -20 to +70 °C (-4 to +158 °F)



Storage temperature: -40 to +90 °C (-40 to +194 °F)



Flowmeter input: sensitivity 10 mVrms, RF and bandpass filtered.



Temperature input: 1000 ohm, platinum RTD compatible.



Self test capabilities: Coil failures, RTD failures, low power, computer operating properly,
memory test, and circuitry failure detection.



Compensation range: LIN/LOX/LAR; 75 to 125 °K, LIN/LNG/C2H4; 75 to 250 °K, CO2; -30 to
+20 °F, LH2; 20 to 30 °K, LNG; -260 to -161 °F, and LPG; 0 to 125 °F.



Power Input: 88-132/176-264 VAC, 47-440 Hz, 1 Amp, Internally Selectable.

1.6
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EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES


ACC-5A Count Tester.



ACC-11 Temperature Probe Simulator, LIN/LOX/LAR.



ACC-15 Temperature Probe Simulator, CO2.



ACC-32 Temperature Probe Simulator, LH2.



ACC-58 Temperature Probe Simulator, LPG.



ACC-62 Temperature Probe Simulator, LNG.



SCA25CC2-T Temperature Probe Cable.



SCA6CC2-T Temperature Probe Cable (prover).



SCA6CC2-S Signal Cable (prover).



SCA6HP3-P Power Cable (prover).



SCA-25CC2-DS Dual Start/Stop.



SCA-25-AB1 Ground Cable.
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2. OPERATIONS OVERVIEW
2.1

INTRODUCTION
The SY14B Prover is an automated calibration unit used for testing bulk liquid delivery systems.
The SY14B uses a master flowmeter and compares it to the unit under test. The SY14B analyses
this comparison and generates printed calibration reports.
During the calibration and proving runs, the SY14B provides warning messages if there is an
equipment failure or the unit is operating outside the programmed flow range. There are also
helpful messages to guide the operator through the calibration procedure.

2.2

OPERATOR KEY FUNCTIONS
The program control keys consist of the MODE, PRINT, and START keys. Field data entry and
option selection are performed using the number (0-9, “.”) and PRINT keys. Field parameters are
displayed in two forms, text label fields or numeric entry fields. Numeric fields require the entry of
numbers using the NUMERIC keys for a particular parameter. Label fields display text messages
showing the option currently chosen for a the setup option or parameter. Alternate Label field
selections are viewed and selected by pressing the PRINT key.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

.

START

Figure 2-1
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PRINT

SY14B Keypad
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MODE KEY

Advances from one mode of operation to the next mode. Pressing the
MODE key while a test is running aborts the test and returns to TEST
MODE SETUP mode.

DOWN ARROW

Scrolls the display down through the selected mode field entries.

UP ARROW

Scrolls the display up through the selected mode field entries.

PRINT KEY

Changes the selection in text list entry fields.
Prints the final
FLOWMETER CALIBRATION and SYSTEM CHECK reports.

START KEY

Enters TEST MODE. Starts and stops calibration and proving runs.

NUMBER KEYS

Enters the numbers in numeric entry fields. Pressing the ZERO key while in
the SENSOR CHECK test mode, zeroes the STD CNTS, UUT CNTS, and
COUNTS display.

DECIMAL KEY

Enters the decimal point in numeric entry fields.. Enables or disables the
master pulse accumulator when the system is in the SENSOR CHECK test
mode. When the system is in the SYSTEM CHECK test mode and the
PROVER IN selection is set to YES, the DECIMAL POINT key enables or
disables the master pulse accumulator.

PROGRAM MODE CONTROL

TEST MODE SETUP
(default)

START

TEST MODE

MODE

FLOWMETER
CALIBRATION

SYSTEM CHECK

MODE

MODE

SENSOR CHECK

ENTER PASSWORD
Press MODE key.

No

MODE

PASSWORD
CORRECT?

Yes

MODE

CALIBRATION
MODE

CONFIGURATION
MODE
MODE

START

START

Figure 2-2

SY14B

Mode control flowchart
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2.3.1

OVERVIEW
The SY14B has four modes of program control, TEST MODE SETUP, TEST MODE,
CALIBRATION, and CONFIGURATION. The TEST MODE SETUP is used to select/set
the parameters/conditions for the TEST MODE. The TEST MODE has three test types,
FLOWMETER CALIBRATION, SYSTEM CHECK, and SENSOR CHECK.
The
CALIBRATION mode is used to enter the master flowmeter parameters.
The
CONFIGURATION mode is used to enter the system control parameters.

2.3.2

PASSWORD PROTECTION
Both the CALIBRATION and CONFIGURATION modes are password protected to prevent
unauthorized personnel from modifying system settings. Hoffer ships all SY14B systems
from the factory with a password of 2001. It is recommended that this password be changed
when the unit is received. Any password from 0001 to 9999 is acceptable, The password
should be confidential information shared only by the serviceman and his supervisor.

WARNING: You must remember your password or you will not be able to enter the SY14B
calibration and configuration modes.

2.3.3

CHANGING MODES
To enter the TEST MODE, press the START key while in the TEST MODE SETUP.
Pressing the MODE key while in FLOWMETER CALIBRATION or SYSTEM CHECK
aborts the running test and returns the system to TEST MODE SETUP. The system
automatically returns to TEST MODE SETUP when the FLOWMETER CALIBRATION or
SYSTEM CHECK test is completed.
To enter the CALIBRATION mode, press the MODE key while in TEST MODE SETUP
and the “PASSWORD” prompt appears. Use the number keys to enter in the password.
Once the password is entered, press the MODE key to enter the CALIBRATION mode. If an
incorrect password is entered, the unit returns to TEST MODE SETUP. Once in the
CALIBRATION mode, the UP or DOWN arrow keys may be used to scroll through
available fields. Use the PRINT and NUMBER keys to change the calibration values.
Pressing the MODE key while in the CALIBRATION mode shifts the unit into the
CONFIGURATION mode. In the CONFIGURATION mode, use the UP or DOWN arrow
keys to scroll through the available fields. To change configuration values, use the PRINT
and NUMBER keys. Pressing the MODE key in the CONFIGURATION mode returns the
unit to the CALIBRATION mode.
Pressing the START key while in either CALIBRATION or CONFIGURATION mode
returns the SY14B back in the TEST MODE SETUP. When entering to the CALIBRATION
or CONFIGURATION mode, the SY14B returns to the last parameter displayed before that
mode was exited.

HP-220
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2.4

PRINTING PRECAUTIONS
The following precautions pertain to the integrally mounted printer:

2.5



Before a long sequence of calibration runs is to be taken, remove the printer head and verify that
their is sufficient paper.



Before initiating a printed report, press the printer feed-key several times to verify that the paper is
not jammed.

ENTERING NUMERICAL VALUES
When entering numerical values into the SY14, use the following procedures:
2.5.1

ENTERING INTEGER VALUES
Enter integer values by entering in the numerical value of the integer, followed by the
DECIMAL key. The DECIMAL key erases all remaining values from the display. For
example, if “3456756” is displays and “556.” is entered, then 0000556 displays the next
time the data is reviewed.

2.5.2

ENTERING FLOATING VALUES
Enter floating point values by entering in the floating numerical value, followed by the
DECIMAL key. The DECIMAL key determines the number of digits displayed after the
decimal-point. Enter the number “95.78” as “95.78.” and the SY14B displays “0095.78” the
next time the data is reviewed.

SY14B
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3. TEST MODE SETUP and TEST MODE
3.1

INTRODUCTION
The TEST MODE SETUP mode is used to setup the TEST MODE for field calibrations on ACE
units, units using system factors (SF) correction methods, stand alone flowmeters, and RTD
temperature probe verification.

3.2

TEST MODE SETUP AND TEST MODE ACCESS
The TEST MODE SETUP mode is the default startup mode of the SY14B. The FLOWMETER
CALIBRATION, SYSTEM CHECK, and SENSOR CHECK modes are selected from the first
entry field in the TEST MODE SETUP mode using the PRINT key. The first entry field in TEST
MODE SETUP is named TEST TYPE.

TEST MODE SETUP
(default)

START

TEST MODE
TEST TYPE?
MODE

FLOWMETER
CALIBRATION

SYSTEM CHECK

MODE

MODE

SENSOR CHECK

ENTER PASSWORD
Press MODE key.

No

MODE

PASSWORD
CORRECT?

Yes

MODE

CALIBRATION
MODE

CONFIGURATION
MODE
MODE

START

Figure 3-1
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TEST MODE SETUP and TEST MODE access flowchart
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3.3

KEYBOARD ENTRY
Field parameters are displayed in two forms:
NUMERIC FIELDS

Numeric fields are used for serial number entry and other pertinent numeric
information for the system under test. The NUMERIC keys are used for
data entry in these fields.

LABEL FIELDS

Label fields display text messages showing which option is currently
selected. To change the option press the PRINT key.

The key functionality is as follows:

SY14B

MODE

Used to advance from one mode of operation to another. When in the
TEST MODE SETUP mode, pressing this key once changes the prover to
the PASSWORD entry field. Proper password entry allows access to the
CALIBRATION and CONFIGURATION modes. Entry into these modes
is explained in the CALIBRATION and CONFIGURATION chapters. If
the mode key is accidentally pressed in the TEST MODE SETUP mode,
press the mode key once more to return back to the TEST MODE SETUP
mode. Pressing the MODE key while in the SENSOR CHECK mode,
returns the SY14B system to the TEST MODE SETUP. Pressing the
MODE while in either FLOWMETER CAL or SYSTEM CHECK test
mode aborts the currently running test and returns to TEST MODE SETUP.

DOWN ARROW

Used to scroll down through the field entries.

UP ARROW

Used to scroll up through the field entries.

PRINT

In the TEST MODE SETUP mode, pressing the PRINT key changes the
label field. In TEST MODE pressing the PRINT key at the end of either
FLOWMETER CALIBRATION or SYSTEM CHECK test modes initiates
the final report printing. The SY14B system returns to TEST MODE
SETUP once the final report printing is initiated.

START

Pressing the START key while in TEST MODE SETUP switches the
SY14B into the selected TEST MODE. When the SY14B is in a suggested
flow field, the START key initiates the selected test. A second press of the
start key stops the running test. To meet NIST (US Department of
Commerce National Institute of Standards and Technology) and API
(American Petroleum Institute) requirements, the SY14B performs an
automatic test cycle in FLOWMETER CALIBRATION and SYSTEM
CHECK test modes. Except for an equipment failure, there is no need to
press the START key to stop the running test.

NUMBER KEYS

Allows easy entry of numeric information in numeric entry fields.

DECIMAL POINT

Enters the decimal point in numeric entry fields. When the SY14B system
is in the SENSOR CHECK test mode, pressing the DECIMAL POINT
toggles the pulse accumulators on and off.

10
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3.4

TEST MODE SETUP

FLOWMETER CAL
SYSTEM CHECK
SENSOR CHECK

TEST TYPE?
USE PROVER IN?
PR SIGNAL TYPE?
AUTO TEST?

YES
NO
LEVEL
GATE

FLUID TYPE?
DELIVERY MODE?
CAL METHOD?

YES
NO
DISPLAYED ON MULTI-FLUID
SYSTEMS, SELECT DESIRED FLUID.

PROBES ATTACHED?
VOL CORR METH?
or
DENS CORR METH

DISPLAYED ON CO2 SYSTEMS.
SELECT SINGLE PIPE OR DUAL PIPE
METER/SYSTEM FACTOR
K-FACTOR

DEFAULT TEMP?
DEFAULT PRES?

NONE
TEMPERATURE
TEMP & PRESS

DEFAULT DENS?
SPECIFIC GRAVITY?
MIN FLOWRATE?

NONE
TEMPERATURE
TEMP & PRESS
TEMP & STEEL
TEMP PRES & ST

MAX FLOWRATE?
DISPLAYED ON LPG SYSTEMS.
METER S/N?
ELECTRONICS S/N?
TRAILER S/N?

Figure 3-2

3.4.1

TEST MODE SETUP flowchart

TEST TYPE?
Selection of the TEST TYPE is accomplished by pressing the PRINT key in the first field of
the TEST MODE SETUP mode. For ACE proving, press the PRINT key until the
FLOWMETER CAL appears on the display. For SYSTEM FACTOR PROVING, press the
PRINT key until SYSTEM CHECK appears on the display.

3.4.2

USE PROVER IN?
In SYSTEM CHECK and SENSOR CHECK test modes, YES allows the prover input to
control the pulse accumulator. Default for USE PROVER IN is NO.

HP-220
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3.4.3

PR SIGNAL TYPE?
PROVER IN SIGNAL TYPE selects the type of input signal used to control the pulse
accumulator in SYSTEM CHECK and SENSOR CHECK test modes. Select from either
GATE or LEVEL. When PR SIGNAL TYPE is set to GATE, the prover input signal is a 5 to
0 volt signal transition. Each signal transition toggles the pulse accumulator on or off,
depending on the pulse accumulator pervious state. When the PR SIGNAL TYPE is set to
LEVEL, a 5 volt input signal enables the pulse accumulator and a 0 volt signal disables the
pulse accumulator.

3.4.4

AUTO TEST?
When set to YES the SY14B automatically terminates the test when the correct test total is
reach. In FLOWMETER CALIBRATION, the correct test total is determined by dividing
10,000 by the K-FACTOR. In SYSTEM CHECK the correct total is determined by
multiplying the flow-rate by 2. The default setting for AUTO TEST is YES.

3.4.5

FLUID TYPE?
On the multi-fluid systems, use the PRINT key to select the desired fluid. Not displayed on
single fluid systems.

3.4.6

DELIVERY MODE?
Only displayed on CO2 units, use the PRINT key to select SINGLE PIPE or DUAL PIPE
delivery mode.

3.4.7

CAL METHOD?
CALCULATION METHOD: Select from either K-FACTOR or SYSTEM/METER
FACTOR. See Chapter 7 SYSTEM PROVING.

3.4.8

UUT AVER K-FACT?
UUT AVERAGE K-FACTOR: On LPG systems enter the average K-FACTOR of the
flowmeter to be calibrated.

3.4.9

PROBES ATTACHED?
Select either NONE, TEMP, or TEMP & PRESS based on the way the prover system is
configured. PROBES ATTACHED setting is restored to the last setting used when power is
reapplied.

3.4.10

VOL CORR METH?
VOLUME CORRECTION METHOD: Select from NONE, TEMP, TEMP & PRES, TEMP
& STEEL, or TEMP PRES & ST. This setting is only available on LPG systems. VOL
CORR METH setting is restored to the last setting used when power is reapplied.

3.4.11

DENS CORR METH?
DENSITY CORRECTION METHOD: Select from NONE, TEMP, or TEMP & PRES. This
setting is available on all SY14B systems except for LPG. DENS CORR METH setting is
restore to the last setting used when power is reapplied.

3.4.12

DEFAULT TEMP?
Enter the default temperature setting of the unit under test.

SY14B
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3.4.13

DEFAULT PRES?
Enter the default pressure setting of the unit under test.

3.4.14

DEFAULT DENS?
Enter the default density setting of the unit under test. On LPG systems, the setting for
DEFAULT DENS is displayed when CAL DENS FROM SG is set to NO.

3.4.15

SPECIFIC GRAVITY?
Enter the specific gravity of the working LPG fluid. The SPECIFIC GRAVITY entry is only
available on LPG systems.

3.4.16

MIN FLOWRATE?
Enter the minimum flow-rate of the system under test. The SY14B system uses MIN
FLOWRATE
setting to determine the flowrate for the first calibration point in
FLOWMETER CALIBRATION test mode.

3.4.17

MAX FLOWRATE?
Enter the maximum flowrate of the system under test. The SY14B system uses MAX
FLOWRATE setting to determine the flowrate for the last calibration point in the
FLOWMETER CALIBRATION test mode. The other three calibration points flowrates are
determine from the following equation:

CAL _ PT  1

Flowrate  MIN _ FR  MAX _ FR  MIN _ FR  *

4

Where:
MIN_FR = MIN_FLOW_RATE,
MAX_FR = MAX_FLOW_RATE,
CAL_PT = CALIBRATION POINT NUMBER (1 to 5 max).
3.4.18

METER SERIAL NUMBER?
Enter the serial number of the flowmeter under test.

3.4.19

ELECTRONICS SERIAL NUMBER?
Enter the serial number of the metering electronics system under test.

3.4.20

TRAILER SERIAL NUMBER?
Enter the serial number of the delivery trailer under test.

HP-220
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3.5

TEST MODE, TEST TYPE = FLOWMETER CALIBRATION

ENTER FLOWMETER CAL

USE SCROLL KEYS TO SET
CALIBRATION POINT. SET
FLOWRATE AND
PRESS START KEY.

SET FLOWRATE

START

INITIALIZE TEST

TEST RUN DISPLAY

CALIBRATION RUN
No

TOTAL >
EXPECTED TEST
TOTAL

Yes
PRINT RUN

LAST RUN?

No

Yes
PRINT CAL POINT
AVERAGES

LAST CAL PT?

No

Yes

REVIEW DATA

START

PRINT

USE SCROLL KEYS TO REVIEW
DATA. PRESS START KEY TO
REPEAT CALIBRATION POINT OR
PRESS PRINT TO CREATE FINAL
CALIBRATION REPORT.

PRINT FINAL REPORT

RETURN TO TEST MODE SETUP

Figure 3-3
SY14B

Flowmeter Calibration test mode flowchart.
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3.5.1

SET FLOWRATE
This field displays the actual flowrate and suggests a flowrate based on MIN FLOWRATE
and MAX FLOWRATE entered in TEST MODE SETUP. When the flowrate is adjusted to
within ±2.5% of the SET TO flowrate, the display flashes PRESS START. When PRESS
START is displayed, pressing the START key begins the flowmeter calibration point runs.
Use the SCROLL UP and SCROLL DOWN keys to scroll through the five calibration points
flowrates.

3.5.2

TEST RUN DISPLAY
During a FLOWMETER CALIBRATION run, this field simultaneously displays accumulated
volumetric total and volumetric flow rate.

3.5.3

FREQUENCY, K/M FACTOR
After each individual run the SY14B prints the RUN#, UNITS/MIN, UNITS TOTAL,
FREQUENCY, and K/M-FACTOR. After a short delay the SY14B resets and begins the next
run. This cycle continues until the value for REPEAT POINTS is reached. At the end of the
all of the runs for the current calibration point, the SY14B prints the AVERAGES of
UNITS/MIN, UNITS TOTAL, FREQUENCY, and K/M-FACTOR. After the averages are
printed, the SY14B prints the delta repeatability for the FREQUENCY and K/M-FACTOR.
After the printing is completed the SY14B returns to SET FLOWRATE and instructs the user
to set the flowrate for the next calibration point.

3.5.4

FREQUENCY/K FACTOR#
After all five calibration point runs have been completed and saved, the prover allows the
operator to view and/or run a particular run over. View the other runs by pressing the UP and
DOWN arrows. To delete and start a calibration run over, press the START key in the run
field you desire to rerun. To keep all five calibration point runs and print out a final
calibration report, press the PRINT key.

HP-220
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3.6

TEST MODE, TEST TYPE = SYSTEM CHECK

ENTER SYSTEM CHECK

SET FLOWRATE AND
PRESS START KEY

SET FLOWRATE

START

INITIALIZE TEST

TEST RUN DISPLAY

MASS FLOWRATE

DURING SYSTEM CHECK RUN,
USE SCROLL KEYS TO
REVIEW MENU ITEMS.

DELIVERY TOTAL

TEMPERATURE

PRESSURE

VOL CORR FACTOR
OR
DENSITY

TOTAL >
EXPECTED TEST
TOTAL

No

Yes
ENTER UUT TOTAL

START

PRINT

ENTER UUT TOTAL.
CLEAR UUT AND PRESS
EITHER PRINT OR START KEY.

PRINT RUN

LAST RUN?

No

ENTER OLD SYSTEM/
METER FACTOR OR OLD KFACTOR. AFTER ENTERING
DATA, PRESS EITHER
START OR PRINT KEY.

ENTER OLD DATA

START

PRINT

DISPLAY CALCULATED
DATA

START

PRINT

PRESS START TO REENTER
OLD DATA OR PRESS PRINT
TO PRINT THE FINAL
SYSTEM CHECK REPORT.

PRINT FINAL SYSTEM
CHECK REPORT

RETURN TO TEST MODE SETUP

Figure 3-4
SY14B

System Check test mode flowchart.
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3.6.1

SUGGESTED FLOW RATE
This field displays the actual flowrate and suggests a average flowrate based on the MIN
FLOWRATE and MAX FLOWRATE settings. Adjust the flowrate and press the START key
to begin the SYSTEM CHECK test cycle.

3.6.2

TEST RUN DISPLAY
During a SYSTEM CHECK run, this field simultaneously displays accumulated volumetric
total and volumetric flow rate.

3.6.3

MASS FLOW RATE
During a SYSTEM CHECK this field displays the mass flowrate of the fluid, based on the
units of measure selected in the CONFIGURATION mode.

3.6.4

DELIVERY TOTAL
During a SYSTEM CHECK this field displays the total compensated equivalent delivery
based on the units of measure selected in the CONFIGURATION mode.

3.6.5

TEMPERATURE
During a proving run, this field displays the fluid temperature if a temperature probe is
connected and PROBES ATTACHED setting is set for temperature. If PROBES
ATTACHED setting is set to NONE then this field will display the default temperature.

3.6.6

PRESSURE
During a proving run, this field displays the fluid pressure if a pressure transmitter is
connected and PROBES ATTACHED setting is set for pressure. If PROBES ATTACHED is
set to a non pressure setting, then this field will display the default pressure.

3.6.7

VOL CORR FACTOR
On LPG systems this field displays the current VOLUME CORRECTION FACTOR used to
correct the DELIVERY TOTAL back to standard conditions. The calculation of the
VOLUME CORRECTION FACTOR is based on the setting of VOLUME CORRECTION
METHOD.

3.6.8

DENSITY
On all systems except for LPG, this field displays the fluid density based on the setting of
DENSITY CORRECTION METHOD.

3.6.9

ENTER UNIT UNDER TEST TOTAL
At the end of each run, enter the total displayed on the unit under test in the units displayed on
SY14B. After the UUT total is entered into the SY14B, clear the UUT system and press the
PRINT or START key to begin the next run. When the PRINT or START key is pressed to
start the next run, the SY14B prints the SY14B DELIVERY TOTAL and UUT DELIVERY
TOTAL. After all of the runs are completed, the user is prompted to enter in the OLD
SYSTEM/METER FACTOR or the OLD K-FACTOR based on the setting of
CALCULATION METHOD.

3.6.10

ENTER OLD SYSTEM/METER FACTOR
At the end of the SYSTEM CHECK runs, enter in the old system/meter factor setting of the
unit under test.

HP-220
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3.6.11

ENTER OLD K-FACTOR
At the end of the SYSTEM CHECK runs, enter the old K-FACTOR of the unit under test.

3.6.12

CALCULATE NEW SYSTEM/METER-FACTOR
This value calculated is based on the CALCULATION METHOD setting in TEST MODE
SETUP. If the data entered in either ENTER OLD SYSTEM/METER FACTOR or ENTER
OLD K-FACTOR is incorrect, then press the START key to enter the correct data. If the data
is correct, then press the PRINT key to print the final SYSTEM CHECK report.

SY14B
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3.7

TEST MODE, TEST TYPE = SENSOR CHECK

ENTER SENSOR CHECK MODE

TIME, DATE DISPLAY

VOLUMETRIC
FLOWRATE
DUAL TEMPERATURE
DISPLAY
DUAL FREQUENCY
DISPLAY

DUAL TOTAL COUNTS

COUNTS,
FREQUENCY

USE UP AND DOWN ARROW KEYS TO
SCROLL THROUGH AVAILABLE MENU
ITEMS.

PRINT SETUP

TRIM MA TEMP

TRIM PRES

TRIM UUT TEMP

AUDIT TRAIL CAL

AUDIT TRAIL CON

MODE

PRESS MODE KEY TO RETURN
TO TEST MODE SETUP.

RETURN TO TEST MODE SETUP

Figure 3-5
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Sensor Check test mode flowchart
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3.7.1

TIME, DATE DISPLAY
This selection displays the current time and date settings of the SY14B.

3.7.2

VOLUMETRIC FLOWRATE
Displays the VOLUMETRIC FLOWRATE of the SY14B. This display is used to determine
the MIN FLOWRATE and MAX FLOWRATE that are entered in TEST MODE SETUP.

3.7.3

TEMPERATURE DISPLAY
This display allows the operator to verify the proper operation and accuracy of the SY14B and
UNIT UNDER TEST temperature probes. With the prover piping connected and the system
properly cooled down, both the SY14B STD temperature and the UUT temperature should be
within a degree or so. This test is designed specifically for HFC recommended temperature
probes. Using a non compatible temperature probe may give unpredictable results.

3.7.4

FREQUENCY DISPLAY
This display allows the operator to measure the output frequency of the SY14B and unit under
test flowmeters directly.

3.7.5

TOTAL COUNTS
This display allows the operator to monitor the total counts received for the SY14B and unit
under test flowmeters directly. The count is started as soon as the display field is entered. To
start the count over press the ZERO key.

3.7.6

COUNTS, FREQ HZ
This display is used in conjunction with the prover input to calibrate the master meter. Press
the ZERO key to clear.

3.7.7

PRINT SETUP
Prints a report of the SY14B CALIBRATION and CONFIGURATION settings. It is useful
for maintaining records for the master meter calibration data. Press the PRINT key to start the
report. Settings for DEFAULT TEMPERTURE, DEFAULT PRESSURE, and DEFAULT
DENSITY are printed out in US CUSTOMARY units.

3.7.8

TRIM MA TEMP
The TRIM MASTER TEMPERATURE utility aids in factor adjustment of the master
temperature input signal conditioner.

3.7.9

TRIM PRESS
The TRIM PRESSURE utility aids in factor adjustment of the pressure input signal
conditioner.

3.7.10

TRIM UUT TEMP
The TRIM UUT TEMPERATURE utility aides in factory adjustment of the UUT temperature
input signal conditioner.

SY14B
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3.7.11

AUDIT TRIAL CAL
This value is incremented every time that the CALIBRATION mode is accessed and a
calibration field is edited. AUDIT TRIAL Calibration is also incremented when DEFAULT
TEMPERATURE, DEFAULT PRESSURE, DEFAULT DENSITY, or SPECIFIC GRAVITY
are changed in TEST MODE SETUP.

3.7.12

AUDIT TRIAL CON
This value is incremented every time that the CONFIGURATION mode is accessed and a
configuration field is edited. AUDIT TRIAL Configuration is also incremented when
PROBES ATTACHED, VOLUME CORRECTION METHOD, or DENSITY
CORRECTION METHOD is change in TEST MODE SETUP.

HP-220
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4. CALIBRATION MODE
4.1

INTRODUCTION
The CALIBRATION mode is used to install prover flowmeter calibration information. The
SY14B is preprogrammed from the factory based on user specifications. All numeric calibration
parameters for the SY14B are always entered in U.S. customary units of measure regardless of the
unit of measure selected.

CAUTION: WHEN MAKING CHANGES IN THE CALIBRATION MODE, THE MODE MUST
BE EXITED BEFORE TURNING THE SY-14B OFF OTHERWISE THE CHANGES WILL NOT
BE UPDATED IN MEMORY.

4.2

CALIBRATION MODE

TEST MODE SETUP
(default)

START

TEST MODE
TEST TYPE?
MODE

FLOWMETER
CALIBRATION

SYSTEM CHECK

MODE

MODE

SENSOR CHECK

ENTER PASSWORD
Press MODE key.

No

MODE

PASSWORD
CORRECT?

Yes

MODE

CALIBRATION
MODE

CONFIGURATION
MODE
MODE

START

START

Figure 4-1

CALIBRATION MODE access flowchart

To enter the CALIBRATION mode from the default TEST MODE SETUP mode, you must first
press the MODE key. The next screen will prompt you for the password. After keying in the
proper password, press the MODE key again to enter the CALIBRATION mode. To exit the
CALIBRATION mode and return to TEST MODE SETUP mode, press the START key. To exit
the CALIBRATION mode and move to the CONFIGURATION mode press the MODE key.
When returning to the CALIBRATION mode, the SY14B Prover displays the last CALIBRATION
field displayed.

HP-220
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4.3

KEYBOARD ENTRY
Field parameters are presented in two basic forms:
NUMERIC FIELDS

Numeric fields are used for calibration data and other needed setup data.
The NUMERIC keys are used for data entry in these fields.

LABEL FIELDS

Label fields display English messages showing which option is currently
selected. To change the option press the PRINT key.

The key functionality is as follows:

SY14B

MODE

Allows the user to advance from one mode of operation to another. When
in the CALIBRATION mode pressing this key once will change the prover
to the CONFIGURATION mode. Pressing the mode key once more will
return the program to the CALIBRATION mode.

DOWN ARROW

Allows the user to scroll down through the field entries.

UP ARROW

Allows the user to scroll up through the selected field entries.

PRINT

In CALIBRATION mode, this key causes a option change when in a label
field. When in a numeric entry field, the PRINT key causes the display
cursor to shift to the right one character.

START

Allows the user to advance from one mode of operation to another. When
in the CALIBRATION mode pressing this key will change the prover to the
TEST MODE SETUP mode.

NUMBER KEYS

Allows easy entry of numeric information in numeric entry fields.
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4.4

CALIBRATION FIELDS

ENTER CALIBRATION MODE

*METER STEEL TYPE

* LPG SYSTEM ONLY
*AVERAGE K-FACTOR*

FREQUENCY 1

K/M-FACTOR 1

FREQUENCY 2

K/M-FACOTR 2

FREQUENCY 3

K/M-FACTOR 3

FREQUENCY 4

K/M-FACTOR 4

FREQUENCY 5

K/M-FACTOR 5

FREQUENCY 6

K/M-FACTOR 6

FREQUENCY 7

K/M-FACTOR 7

FREQUENCY 8

K/M-FACTOR 8

FREQUENCY 9

K/M-FACTOR 9

FREQUENCY 10

K/M-FACTOR 10

LINEARIZATION
PAIRS

DATA AVERAGE

Figure 4-2

HP-220

MODE

PRESS MODE KEY TO ENTER CONFIGURATION
MODE.

START

PRESS START KEY TO RETURN
TO TEST MODE SETUP.

CALIBRATION MODE flowchart
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4.4.1

METER STEEL TYPE
Sets the master flowmeter stainless steel type. Available settings are 304ss and 316ss.
METER STEEL TYPE setting is only available on LPG system.

4.4.2

AVERAGE K-FACTOR
Use the numeric keys to enter the AVERAGE K-FACTOR of the SY14B master flowmeter.
This setting is on systems that require use of Meter-Factors instead of K-Factors for the
LINEARIZATION table.

4.4.3

LINEARIZATION
The SY14B performs flowmeter linearization. The frequency parameters are entered in units
of Hz. The K-Factors are entered in units of pulses per gallon. For systems that uses a
AVERAGE K-FACTOR, Meter-Factors are entered in place of K-Factors. This data comes
from the factory-supplied flowmeter calibration data sheet or from independent calibration
data. Frequency 1 and K/M-Factor 1, and other similarly numbered entries, form table point
pairs.

NOTE: THE LINEARIZATION PAIRS MUST BE ENTERED STARTING WITH THE LOWEST
FREQUENCY FIRST.

FREQUENCY 1
FREQUENCY 2
FREQUENCY 3
FREQUENCY 4
FREQUENCY 5
FREQUENCY 6
FREQUENCY 7
FREQUENCY 8
FREQUENCY 9
FREQUENCY 10
K/M-FACTOR 1
K/M-FACTOR 2
K/M-FACTOR 3
K/M-FACTOR 4
K/M-FACTOR 5
K/M-FACTOR 6
K/M-FACTOR 7
K/M-FACTOR 8
K/M-FACTOR 9
K/M-FACTOR 10

SY14B
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4.4.4

DATA AVERAGE
The DATA AVERAGE feature is used to smooth out readings for the flow rate, temperature,
and pressure that may fluctuate due to rapidly changing conditions. Valid data average
entries are 01 to 99. The SY14B will average data before displays are updated for the number
of times data average is set. The lower the data average number is, the faster the prover
display will respond to changing conditions. The higher the data average number is the slower
the SY14B will respond to changing conditions.

HP-220
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5. CONFIGURATION
5.1

INTRODUCTION
The configuration mode is used to program the SY14B system parameters. The SY14B is
preprogrammed from the factory based on user specifications. All numeric configuration
parameters for the SY14B are always entered in U.S. customary units of measure regardless of the
unit of measure selected.
CAUTION: WHEN MAKING CHANGES IN THE CONFIGURATION MODE, THE MODE
MUST BE EXITED BEFORE TURNING THE SY-14B OFF OTHERWISE THE CHANGES
WILL NOT BE UPDATED IN MEMORY.

5.2

CONFIGURATION MODE ACCESS

TEST MODE SETUP
(default)

START

TEST MODE
TEST TYPE?
MODE

FLOWMETER
CALIBRATION

SYSTEM CHECK

MODE

MODE

SENSOR CHECK

ENTER PASSWORD
Press MODE key.

No

MODE

PASSWORD
CORRECT?

Yes

MODE

CALIBRATION
MODE

CONFIGURATION
MODE
MODE

START

Figure 5-1

START

CONFIGURATION MODE access flowchart

To enter the CONFIGURATION mode from the default TEST MODE SETUP mode you must first
press the MODE key. The next screen will prompt you for the password. After keying in the
proper password, press the MODE key again to enter the CALIBRATION mode. From the
CALIBRATION mode press the MODE key to enter the CONFIGURATION mode. To exit the
CONFIGURATION mode and return to TEST MODE SETUP mode, press the START key. To
exit the CONFIGURATION mode and move to the CALIBRATION mode press the MODE key.
Upon reentry into the CONFIGURATION mode, the prover displays the last CONFIGURATION
field displayed.
HP-220
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5.3

KEYBOARD ENTRY
Field parameters are presented in two basic forms:
NUMERIC FIELDS

Numeric fields are used for date, time, and other needed configuration data.
The NUMERIC keys are used for data entry in these fields.

LABEL FIELDS

Label fields display English messages showing which option is currently
selected. To change the option press the PRINT key.

The key functionality is as follows:

SY14B

MODE

Used to advance from one mode of operation to another. When in the
CONFIGURATION mode pressing this key will change the prover to the
CALIBRATION mode. Pressing the mode key once more will return the
program to the CONFIGURATION mode.

DOWN ARROW

Used to scroll down through the field entries.

UP ARROW

Used to scroll up through the selected field entries.

PRINT

In CONFIGURATION mode, this key causes a option change when in a
label field. When in a numeric entry field, the PRINT key causes the
display cursor to shift to the right one character.

START

When in the CALIBRATION or CONFIGURATION mode, pressing this
key will change the prover to the default TEST MODE SETUP mode.

NUMBER KEYS

Allows easy entry of numeric information in numeric entry fields.
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5.4
ENTER CONFIGURATION MODE

SYSTEM OF
MEASUREMENT

US CUSTOMARY
METRIC

UNIT OF
MEASUREMENT

MASS
GAS@NTP
VOL@NBP
YES
NO

*CAL DENS FROM SG

*FOR LPG SYSTEMS

PEPEAT POINTS

FLOWMETER S /N

LAST SERVICE DAY

NEXT SERVICE DAY

SY-14B S/N

ALTERNATE
PASSWORD

DATE

SUN
MON
TUE
WED
THR
FRI
SAT

DAY OF THE WEEK

TIME

PRINT

RESTORE NEW UNIT

ENTER PASSWORD

MODE
MODE

PRESS MODE KEY TO ENTER
CALIBRATION MODE.
PASSWORD CORRECT?

START

PRESS START KEY TO RETURN
TO TEST MODE SETUP .

No

TO RESTORE SY 14B SYSTEM
TO FACTORY DEFAULTS :
Yes
RESTORE TO FACTORY
DEFAULTS

PRESS PRINT KEY
ENTER PASSWORD
PRESS MODE KEY

RETURN TO TEST SETUP
MODE
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5.5

CONFIGURATION FIELDS

Figure 5-2

5.5.1

CONFIGURATION MODE flowchart

SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT
Select the appropriate system of measurement for your various displays of flow, temperature
and pressure. Select from U.S. customary or metric.

5.5.2

UNIT OF MEASURE
Select VOL@NTP, MASS, or GAS@NTP to define the delivery units desired. On LPG
systems select VOL@60F or MASS. The delivery total will display the following units
depending on the SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT and the UNIT OF MEASURE selected.

5.5.3

UNITS

U. S. CUSTOMARY

METRIC

GAS@NTP

FT3X100

M3

VOL@NBP

GALLONS

LITERS

MASS

POUNDS

KILOGRAMS

CAL DENS FROM SG
Setting CAL DENS FROM SG to yes will cause the SY14B to use the standard density of
water to calculate the density for the delivery fluid. The calculated density is used on LPG
systems to convert volume units to mass units.

5.5.4

REPEAT POINTS
The Repeat Points setting controls the number of times that each Flowmeter Calibration Point
and System Check test are repeated. Enter a number from 2 too 99.

5.5.5

RECAL DATE - MOS
At the end of the Flowmeter Calibration and System Check tests the system will calculate the
“Due Date” depending on this setting. Enter a value from 6 to 99 months. The default value
for Recal Date is 12 months.

5.5.6

PRESSURE RANGE
Set the Pressure Range setting to agree with the range of the attached pressure transmitter. If
the proper range is not selected then in-accurate results will occur. The available ranges are




5.5.7

0 to 300 PSI,
0 to 500 PSI,
0 to 600 PSI

FLOWMETER SN
Allows you to enter the SY14B flowmeter serial number.

SY14B
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5.5.8

LAST SERVICE DAY
Allow you to store the last calibration date of the SY14B.

5.5.9

NEXT SERVICE DAY
Allow you to set the date for the next calibration of the SY14B.

5.5.10

SY14B SYS SN
Allow you to enter the SY14B electronics serial number.

5.5.11

ALTERNATE PASSWORD
The SY14B is shipped with password 2001 from the factory. A unique password is required
to protect the SY14B calibration and configuration modes and should be established during
the initial commissioning. Passwords between 0001 and 9999 are valid.
This password should be kept confidential. Contact Hoffer Flow Controls, if the password is
misplaced.

5.5.12

DATE
The SY14B keeps track of the current date. Enter the date, using the NUMERIC keys in the
mm/dd/yy format. The SY14B prevents you from entering an invalid date such as Feb 30.

5.5.13

DAY OF THE WEEK
The SY14B keeps track of the day of the week. Select the appropriate day by pressing the
PRINT key.

5.5.14

TIME
The SY14B has a 24 hour clock. Enter the current time in the format of hh:mm:ss using the
NUMERIC keys.

5.5.15

RESTORE NEW UNIT
This selection allows you to restore the SY14B to the original setup parameters defined by the
factory. Before restoring the factory setup, it is recommended to print out the current setup
for the instrument so that this information may be put back in. See the description for PRINT
SETUP to see how this is done and print a copy of the current instrument setup before
proceeding. To avoid accidental erasure of the current setup parameters, your password must
be entered after the PRINT key s pressed. After your password is entered, press the MODE
key to restore the unit.

HP-220
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6. SERVICE GUIDE
6.1

TROUBLE SHOOTING
The SY14B Prover provides extensive self-checking capabilities which assists in troubleshooting
and repairing a malfunctioning system. The following is a troubleshooting guide for corrective
action in the field.
MESSAGE

“PROBE OPEN”

POSSIBLE CAUSE

Bad cable connection
Bad cable
Bad RTD
Bad PCA-134

“PROBE SHORT”

“COIL OPEN”

“COIL SHORT”

Bad RTD
Bad PCA-134

Replace/Repair PCA-134

Bad cable connection

Reconnect cable

Bad cable

Replace cable

Bad coil

Replace pickup coil

Bad PCA-134

Replace/Repair PCA-134
Test cable with an ohm
meter
Replace pickup coil

Bad cable

Bad cable

Bad PCA-134

“FAILED LOOP
BACK”

HP-220

Reconnect cable
Test cable using an ohm
meter
Replace temperature probe
Replace/Repair PCA-134
Test cable using an ohm
meter
Replace temperature probe

Bad coil

“TOTAL READ”

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Bad PCA-134

Replace/Repair PCA-134
Maybe self-correcting. If
not, replace
microcontroller/memory
integrated circuit.
Replace/Repair PCA-134

Circuitry Failure

Replace/Repair PCA-134

Read collision

“COP TIME OUT”

Software/Setup error

“RATE
MALFUNCTION”

Software error

35

Maybe self-correcting. If
not, replace
microcontroller/memory
integrated circuit.
Maybe self-correcting.
Disconnect and re-apply
power.
SY14B

MESSAGE

POSSIBLE CAUSE

“EEPROM
FAILURE”

Defective IC

“2 PHASE
WARNING”

Operator error

“GAS INHIBIT
ON”

Operator error

“HIGH FLOW
WARNING”

Operator error
High flow setpoint is set to
low

“LOW FLOW
WARNING”

Operator error

Low flow setpoint is set to
low
“COMP RANGE
OUT”

Operator error
Temperature detector error

SY14B
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CORRECTIVE ACTION

Replace microcontroller
integrated circuit.
Operator allowed pressure
and/or temperature to be
within 25 PSI of the
saturated pressure during a
delivery. Take no action.
Operator began a delivery
run before the system was
fully cooled down
Operator gas spun the meter
during a delivery run
Raise the setpoint in the
TEST MODE SETUP
mode.
Operator started the delivery
run at a flow rate that was
outside the meter range or
below the low flow setpoint.
Lower the low flow setpoint
in the TEST MODE SETUP
mode.
Operator began delivery
before the system was fully
cooled down.
Test the temperature feature
using simulator.

HP-220

During operation, certain malfunctions may be observed. The following is a troubleshooting guide
for corrective action in the field.
OBSERVED
CONDITION

SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION

SY14B not functioning, Check power cable
no lights on front panel
lit.
Check fuse F-1 on front panel
Check/Repair prover internal wiring
No display, printer light Check fuse F-2
on
Check/Repair internal wiring to PCA-134
Check fuse on PCA-134
Check/Repair RCA-134
Garbage on Display

Turn the prover off then on
If problem persists, contact HFC Customer Service Department

Character on display is
distorted

Test the keyboard using the keyboard test in the maintenance mode
Replace display if characters are distorted

Front panel key
inoperative

Test the keyboard using the keyboard test in the maintenance mode
Check the cable wiring and connectors
Replace keyboard
Repair/Replace PCA-134

Printer inoperative, but
light is on

Press the test key on the printer
If test fails replace printer
Run the printer test from the maintenance
Check printer internal wiring and cabling

Prover inaccurate

Verify operation using Signal simulators ACC-5A, ACC-11 or ACC15.
Verify that setup parameters are correct for this flowmeter serial number
and instrument configuration.
Inspect the flowmeter internals to ensure proper operation.
Prove meter and recalibrate against a meter prover or transfer standard.

HP-220
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6.2

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

CAUTION: The following procedures should be performed by qualified service personnel only.
The SY14B Prover is a static-sensitive device and standard practices for static-sensitive parts
should be observed.

6.2.1

FUSE REPLACEMENT
The SY14B has five fuses, two external and three internal. Should any one of these fuses
require replacement the following procedures should be used.
EXTERNAL FUSES :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Turn off the power from the front panel.
Press in on the fuse cap and twist clockwise.
Pull fuse holder out of socket and remove the fuse from the holder.
Verify fuse measures a short with an ohm meter.
Replace fuse if an open is measured.
Reinstall the fuse holder by pressing and turning clockwise.

INTERNAL FUSES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
6.2.2

Turn off the power from the front panel.
Disconnect or remove the power supply.
Remove the front panel screws from the SY14B.
Remove the internal electronics.
Carefully remove the fuse from the holder.
Verify fuse measures a short with an ohm meter.
Replace fuse if an open is measured.
Reinstall the internal electronics. Reconnect power.

INTERNAL BATTERY REPLACEMENT
The built in time clock uses a lithium battery to maintain time and date when the power
supply is turned off. This battery should last approximately four years under normal
operating conditions. If the unit does not maintain the proper time and date after power has
been restored to the unit, the lithium battery should be replaced. For battery replacement use
the following procedure.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SY14B

Turn off the power from the front panel.
Disconnect or remove the power supply.
Remove the front panel screws from the SY14B.
Remove the internal electronics.
Remove the top PCA-134 from its slot.
Carefully remove the battery located in the center of the board.
Replace the battery with a compatible new battery.
Reinstall the printed circuit board into its slot and attach appropriate connectors.
Reassemble the SY14B and reconnect power.
Go into the setup mode and reset the time and date.
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6.2.3

PROGRAM UPGRADE INSTALLATION
The SY14B is programmable allowing for periodic upgrades and/or corrective actions to be
performed in the field. Follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

6.2.4

Disconnect power.
Remove front panel and the PCA-134 board.
Carefully remove the IC U18 with a label attached to it.
Install upgraded replacement chip.
Reassemble the SY14B and reconnect power.
Verify and adjust setup parameters in the setup mode.

DISPLAY CONTRAST ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
The display contrast and viewing angle is factory-adjusted at eye level. However, the display
contrast may be adjusted for optimum viewing angle and contrast after installation.
1.
2.
3.
4.

6.2.5

Disconnect power.
Remove front panel being careful not to strain the interconnecting cables.
Using a small, nonmetallic screwdriver, turn the control counter-clockwise to darken
the display or clockwise to lighten the display.
After completing adjustments replace the front panel making sure that the
interconnecting wiring is inside the enclosure.

Microcontroller/MEMORY REPLACEMENT
If replacement of the microcontroller/memory chip is necessary, refer to the instructions
which accompany the new chip. An overview of the steps follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Print current setup data.
Disconnect power to the SY14B.
Disassemble and remove the PCA-134 card.
Carefully remove the MC68HCP11 IC chip being careful not to crack the chips
socket. This is the largest square IC on the printed circuit board.
5. Install the replacement chip being careful not to bend any of the leads.
6. Reassemble the SY14B.
7. Allow the SY14B to perform a power-up self test to determine if the unit is operating
properly.
8. The SY14B should perform a SETUP MEMORY step as part of the first power-up
sequence.
9. If it does not, go to the CONFIGURATION mode and perform a restore new unit.
10. Next, use the CALIBRATION and CONFIGURATION modes to examine the
contents of the various setup parameters.
11. If necessary, reenter the correct setup parameters.

6.2.6

SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
The SENSITIVITY is a control used to eliminate false pickup by increasing the signal
threshold. This control has been factory adjusted to a level that is satisfactory for the
flowmeter size and pickup coil supplied with the system.
1.
2.
3.

HP-220

It is suggested that the sensitivity be turned down in increments of 1/4 turns.
After each adjustment, test the unit to determine if the noise pickup problem has
been eliminated.
After a satisfactory noise rejection has been achieved, verify that the SY14B can
satisfactorily measure the output signal from the flowmeter.
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6.3

SY14B

REPLACEMENT PARTS


FUSE, F1, 0.5A, AGC



FUSE, F2, 2A, AGC



FUSE, PCB FUSE, 1A, AGC



BATTERY, PANASONIC BR2330



PCA 134-(*)-24V-PROVER (* Specify product)



PCA 134-(*)-24V-SLAVE (* Specify product)



Following for older models, check with factory for applicability:



FUSE, PRINTER POWER SUPPLY, 220V SYSTEM, 2/10A, 3AG



FUSE, PRINTER POWER SUPPLY, 110V SYSTEM, 4/10A, 3AG
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7. SYSTEM PROVING
7.1

GENERAL
This chapter details test procedures and requirements for calibrating cryogenic liquid-measuring
devices using the Hoffer portable cryogenic transfer standard. The procedures have been drafted in
accordance with the guidelines of Handbook 44 and accepted proving practice. The procedures
have been broadly outlined to allow trained operators to successfully calibrate Hoffer metering
systems installed on bulk cryogenic transports. The procedures may be modified for testing
stationary ground stations in many cases. The procedures may also be applied to allow testing of
cryogenic flowmeters manufactured by other venders whose flowmeters use magnetic pickups.
The frequency of re-calibration of the transfer standard must be addressed by the users to be
consistent with use. One year calibration interval is recommended by Hoffer Flow Controls, Inc.
Individual bulk transports should be tested at periodic intervals, after they have undergone
servicing, or whenever calibration drift is suspect. State requirements may also influence the recalibration interval.
The flowmeter systems should be tested on the service fluid to be commercially measured. Both
the transfer standard and the meter system to be proved should be tested prior to the start of liquid
testing using the simulators. See chapter 1 section 1.7 for listing of available simulators. The
flowmeter system to be tested and the transfer standard should be pre-cooled prior to the start of
testing.

7.2

SYSTEM SETUP

Figure 7-1

HP-220

System setup.
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Perform a complete test of the truck totalizer system prior to proving the trailer with the SY14B.



Perform a visual inspection of cabling.



Perform an electrical test of the truck totalizer.



Examine flowmeter and/or replace the flowmeter bearings.



Verify proper flowmeter pickup coil resistance with an ohm meter.



Fill the trailer with a full load of cold product.



Connect the system to be tested to the prover system using standard trade practices. Refer to the
above diagram as a general guide line for proper hookup of the proving system.



Turn the power on for both metering systems.

NOTE: Remove the printer head and check the paper level before performing a long
sequence of runs..



In the TEST MODE SETUP field “TEST TYPE” use the PRINT key to select SENSOR CHECK.
Press the START key to enter the SENSOR CHECK test mode.



Verify that the SY14B is setup properly by printing out the setup information. For ACE units,
obtain a print out of the ACE setup. Settings for DEFAULT TEMPERATURE, DEFAULT
PRESSURE, and DEFAULT DENSITY are printed out in US CUSTOMARY units. When
setting up the SY14B, pay particular attention to the UNIT OF MEASUREMENT and SYSTEM
OF MEASUREMENT. These settings are crucial for the SYSTEM CHECK test mode. Refer to
chapters 4 and 5, if any of the SY14B calibration or configuration parameters needs to be updated.



While in SENSOR CHECK test mode, cool down the pump, truck flowmeter and prover taking
WARNING: If the SY14B units and System of Measure option in the CONFIGURATION Mode
do not match the display units of the UNIT UNDER TEST(UUT), inaccurate test results will
occur.

care not to gas spin the trailer or prover flowmeters. Use the following COOL DOWN procedure
to properly cool down the system:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

SY14B

Open pump inlet valve.
Open recirculating valve.
Open delivery valve.
Gradually open outlet valve of prover. Gravity should now start to cool down the prover
If necessary use blow down valve of prover to vent gas, to aid in cool down.
When system is nearing cool down, close outlet valve of prover, start pump recirculating back
into the tank. Gradually open the outlet valve of the prover to finish cool down of prover. Let
the pump continue to recirculate for two or three minutes.
Use the up or down arrow keys of the prover to display the FLOWRATE.
Raise the pump speed to its maximum safe operating speed. Read the flowrate on the prover
display, this is the MAX FLOWRATE.
Lower the pump speed to its minimum setting. Read the flowrate on the prover display, this
is the MIN FLOWRATE.
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10. Use the up and down arrows on the prover to display STD TEMPERATURE. Compare this
STD temperature to the temperature displayed on the UUT. If both temperature readings are
stabilized and within one degree of each other, then the system is properly cool down.


Return to TEST MODE SETUP by pressing the MODE key. Refer to Chapter 3 Section 4 for
instructions on entering in the test parameters. Enter in the minimum and maximum flowrates
obtained in the COOL DOWN procedure. Enter in the various serial numbers of the UUT system.
If this is a LPG system, enter in the K-FACTOR of the UUT flowmeter and enter in the SPECIFIC
GRAVITY of the working fluid. For multi-fluid systems, select the FLUID TYPE to match the
fluid that is in use. On CO2 systems, select the proper DELIVERY MODE. For system factor
calculation to be perform in the SYSTEM CHECK test mode, set CAL METHOD to SYSTEM
FACTOR.



If the system under test is not equipped with temperature and pressure probes, use the following
charts to determine the TEST MODE SETUP parameters required to configure the prover.

Density Correction on all systems except for LPG.
Volume Correction applied on LPG systems.
PROVER SETUP
FIELDS
PROBES ATTACHED

NONE

DEFAULT TEMP

NA

DEFAULT PRES

NA

LPG SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

SYSTEM FACTOR SYSTEM
i.e. MODEL 127, 225, etc.

NONE

DENS CORR METH
or
VOL CORR METH

DEFAULT DENS



ACE SYSTEM

TEMP &
PRES and
TEMP,
PRESS &
ST
AS
AS
SPECIFIED SPECIFIED
AS
NA
SPECIFIED
TEMP and
TEMP &
STEEL

NONE

NONE

TEMP

NA

AS
SPECIFIED

NA

NA

AS
AS
NA
NA
NA
SPECIFIED
SPECIFIED
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED

TEMP &
PRESS
AS
SPECIFIED
AS
SPECIFIED
NA
AS
SPECIFIED

If the system under test is equipped with a temperature probe and no pressure probe, use the
following chart to determine the TEST MODE SETUP parameters required to configure the
prover.
PROVER SETUP
FIELDS
PROBES ATTACHED
DENS CORR METH
or
VOL CORR METH
DEFAULT TEMP
DEFAULT PRES

ACE SYSTEM

SYSTEM FACTOR SYSTEM
i.e. MODEL 127, 225, etc.

TEMP &
TEMP &
TEMP
TEMP
PRES
PRES
TEMP &
TEMP &
TEMP and
TEMP &
PRES and
PRES and
TEMP
TEMP &
TEMP,
TEMP, PRES
PRES
STEEL
PRES & ST
& ST
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
AS
AS
NA
NA
NA
NA
SPECIFIED
SPECIFIED
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED

DEFAULT DENS
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
LPG
DEFAULT DENSITY
LPG
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
with CAL DENS FROM SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFIED SPECIFYED
SG = NO

HP-220
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When testing an ACE system, if you are required to enter in the default values for temperature,
pressure, and density into the SY14B, use the following table.
ACE SYSTEMS
DEFAULT TEMP
US CUST.
METRIC
UNITS
UNITS

FLUID TYPE

DEFAULT PRES
US CUST.
METRIC
UNITS
UNITS

DEFAULT DENSITY
US CUST.
METRIC
UNITS
UNITS

6.509
LBS/GAL
9.2307
LBS/GAL
11.2889
LBS/GAL
6.509
LBS/GAL
8.482
LBS/GAL
3.4724
LBS/GAL
NA

LIN

83.9 deg K

83.9 deg K

200 PSIA

LOX

97.6 deg K

97.6 deg K

200 PSIA

LAR

95.5 deg K

95.5 deg K

200 PSIA

LH2

83.9 deg K

83.9 deg K

150 PSIA

CO2

2.0 deg F

-16.6 deg C

500 PSIA

LNG

116.48 deg K

100.00 PSIA

LPG

60.0 deg F

116.48 deg
K
15.56 deg C



243.4 PSIG

13.79 BAR
ABS
13.79 BAR
ABS
13.79 BAR
ABS
10.34 BAR
ABS
34.48 BAR
ABS
6.896 BAR
ABS
16.79 BAR
GA

0.7799
KG/LTR
1.1061
KG/LTR
1.35270
KG/LTR
0.7799
KG/LTR
1.0163
KG/LTR
0.41608
KG/LTR
NA

When testing Models 127, 225, etc., if you are required to enter in the default values for
temperature, pressure and density into the SY14B, refer to the following table.
Models 127, 225, etc.
DEFAULT TEMP

DEFAULT PRES

DEFAULT DENSITY

FLUID TYPE

US CUST.
UNITS

METRIC
UNITS

US CUST
UNITS

METRIC
UNITS

US CUST
UNITS

METRIC
UNITS

LIN

83.9 deg K

83.9 deg K

200 PSIA

LOX

97.6 deg K

97.6 deg K

200 PSIA

LAR

94.5 deg K

94.5 deg K

200 PSIA

CO2

10 deg F

-12.22 deg C

500 PSIA

13.79 BAR
ABS
13.79 BAR
ABS
13.79 BAR
ABS
34.47 BAR
ABS

6.7381
LBS/GAL
9.5222
LBS/GAL
11.6329
LBS/GAL
8.7222
LBS/GAL

0.80740
KG/LTR
1.1410
KG/LTR
1.39392
KG/LTR
1.0451
KG/LTR




Select the TEST MODE of the SY14B by setting the “TEST TYPE” field. Use the PRINT key to
select either FLOWMETER CAL or SYSTEM CHECK test type. Refer to the next sections
depending on the selected TEST TYPE.

NOTE: Testing may now begin. The discharge valve on the trailer should remain fully open.
The testing should cover the range of flow and pressure that the unit will normally see in
service. Pump discharge pressures of 150 PSI or greater are recommended to avoid excessive
pump wear. This is done by simulating back pressure with the outlet valve of the SY-14B.
Lower pressures may also result in cavitation of the truck or prover metering system. It is also
necessary to maintain the internal vessel pressure during proving to avoid cavitation in the
pump or flowmeters. The pump speed, prover outlet valve, and the pump recirculating valve
may be used to simulate various flow rates and discharge pressures.

SY14B
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7.3

TEST MODE, TEST TYPE = FLOWMETER CALIBRATION
This test mode is used to perform flowmeter calibration that determines the frequencies, K/Mfactors and average K/M-factor to be enter into the ACE system CALIBRATION mode. After
selecting the “FLOWMETER CAL” as the TEST TYPE, press the START key to enter the
FLOWMETER CALIBRATION test mode.

NOTE: HFC recommends that the AUTO TEST mode (AUTO TEST = YES) be used. If
preferred, the manual test mode may be used by setting AUTO TEST = NO. When using the
manual test mode, it will required pressing the START key to stop each run.

NOTE: During the proving runs, the SY14B monitors flowrate, frequency, and fluid
conditions. If an operation error occurs, such as GAS INHIBIT, totalization may stop. Please
refer to Chapter 6 SERVICE GUIDE when these error conditions exist.

Use the following procedure for flowmeter calibration:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

HP-220

Adjust the flow rate to the suggested flowrate displayed on the SY14B. If the flowrate is
adjusted to within +/- 2.5% of the SET TO flowrate then PRESS START will be flashed on
the screen.
Press the START key to begin a calibration run. The SY14B will control the cycling of the
calibration runs until the value of REPEATS POINTS is reached. While the SY14B is
running it will print the total, flowrate, frequency, and K/M-factor for each run. After all of
the calibration runs for a single calibration point flowrate is completed, the SY14B will stop
its cycle process and print the averages of the total, flowrate, frequency and K/M-factor.
After printing the averages the SY14B will print the delta repeatability of the frequency and
K/M-factor. While the printing is occurring the SY14B will ask the user to adjust the
flowrate for the next calibration point.
At this point you can review the print ticket information and decide if the data resulting
from the calibration runs is acceptable. If the data is not acceptable then you can rerun the
same calibration point again by using the UP and DOWN arrow keys of the SY14B to set
the calibration point flowrate. If the data from the calibration point runs are acceptable,
then return to step 1 above and continue with the flowmeter calibration.
Repeat steps 1 through 3 until all five calibration point runs have been completed. This will
be indicated by FREQ 1 and KFACT 1 being displayed after the last set of calibration point
runs are completed.
You can review any of the saved runs by pressing the UP or DOWN arrow keys. If you
wish to rerun a run, press the START key while viewing that run. If you are satisfied with
all the runs, press the PRINT key to create the FINAL CALIBRATION REPORT. The
SY14B will return to TEST MODE SETUP after printing of the FINAL CALIBRATION
REPORT is initiated.



Enter the FREQ s, K/M-FACTOR s and K/M-AVERAGE into the ACE CALIBRATION mode.
Calculate the system factor setting for units such as the Model 127, or Model 225. This concludes
the first calibration phase of the proving run.



Perform a final run using the System Check test mode. Use 1.0000 as the Old System Factor for
an ACE unit, and use the system factor calculated in the above step for all other units. Follow the
procedure in step 7.4.
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ACEII / PROVER Users
NOTE:

Hoffer Flow Controls recommends programming the ACEII with a 5-point K-Factor table as
calculated by the prover calibration and indicated on the Final Calibration Report printout.

After all 5 prover calibration points have been calculated, the new K/M-FACTOR must be entered into the
ACEII from the METER CONFIGURATION menu using the following procedure.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

SY14B

Press MENU
Select PROGRAM
Select METER CONFIGURATION
SCROLL down to LINEARIZATION and press EDIT
Select K-FACTOR TABLE and press ACCEPT
SCROLL down to TBL1 NUMBER OF POINTS and press EDIT
Use  Key (Center Button) to move cursor to the right until the last digit is highlighted
Use Up and Down SCROLL keys to increment/decrement the last digit until 5 is displayed
Press ACCEPT
EDIT TBL1 POINT #1 – FREQ and enter point #1 Freq from the Final Calibration Report printout
Press ACCEPT
EDIT TBL1 POINT #1 – FACTOR and enter point #1 K-Factor from the Final Calibration Report printout
Press ACCEPT
Continue entering the calibration data in this manner until all 5 points have been entered
Press HOME
Select YES at Save Data prompt
Select RESET at Reset prompt
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7.4

TEST MODE, TEST TYPE = SYSTEM CHECK
This test mode is used to prove the calibration accuracy of the UUT system. After selecting
“SYSTEM CHECK“ as the TEST TYPE, press the START to enter the SYSTEM CHECK test
mode.

NOTE: HFC recommends that the AUTO TEST mode (AUTO TEST = YES) be used. If
preferred, the manual test mode may be used by setting AUTO TEST = NO. When using the
manual test mode, it will required pressing the START key to stop each run.

NOTE: During the proving runs, the SY14B monitors flowrate, frequency, and fluid
conditions. If an operation error occurs, such as GAS INHIBIT, totalization may stop. Please
refer to Chapter 6 SERVICE GUIDE when these error conditions exist.

Use the following procedure to perform a system check.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Adjust the flow rate as desire or as close as possible to the suggested flowrate displayed on
the SY14B.
Clear the UUT total and press the START key to begin the proving runs. Monitor all
conditions and maintain a steady flow rate during the proving runs. Use the UP and DOWN
arrow keys of the SY14B to review the accumulated data. The SY14B will run each proving
run for approximately 2 minutes and then automatically stop itself. The total number of
proving runs that the SY14B performs is determine by the setting of REPEAT POINTS.
When the SY14B prompts you for the UUT TOTAL, enter the DELIVERY TOTAL of the
UUT. After entering the delivery total. clear the UUT total. After clearing the UUT total,
press the START or PRINT key of the SY14B to begin the next proving run.
Repeat step 3 until the value of REPEAT POINTS is reached. After the total number of
repeated proving runs are completed the SY14 will prompt you for the OLD data depending
on the setting of CAL METHOD.
Enter in the OLD SYSTEM/METER-FACTOR or OLD K-FACTOR into the SY14B. After
the OLD data is entered, press the PRINT or START key. The SY14 will display the NEW
calculated data based on the setting of CAL METHOD.
If the data entered in step 5 is incorrect press the START key to reenter the OLD data. If the
OLD data entered in step 5 is correct, press the PRINT key to create the final report. After the
final report is initiated the SY14B will return to the TEST MODE SETUP mode.

When testing is complete drain prover piping completely. Store in a manner to prevent entry of
water into the prover piping.

HP-220
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8. CALIBRATING THE SY14B VER 2
8.1

INTRODUCTION
This chapter details test procedures and requirements for calibrating an SY14B prover transfer
standard in the field using the HFC corporate SY14B prover transfer standard. For simplicity we
will refer to the HFC corporate prover as the CALIBRATOR and the customer transfer standard as
the UUT.
There are five parts to this procedure, they are: UUT SYSTEM OPERATION CHECK, SYSTEM
COOL DOWN, UUT CALIBRATION PART 1, UUT CALIBRATION PART 2, and UUT
SYSTEM CHECK

8.2

TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
This procedure requires the following equipment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

HFC Corporate Prover Transfer Standard(SY14B VER 2, Master Flowmeter and Temp
Probe).
SCA6CC2-DS, Dual Start/Stop cable.
*SY14B-VR2-PR, Proving cable.
SY14B-VR2-FM, UUT Flowmeter cable.
SCA6CC2-S, Signal Cable(prover).
SCA6HP3-P, Power Cable(prover).
SCA-25-AB1 Ground Cable.
AC line cord.
Ohm meter.
*Note: The SY14B-VR2-PR Proving cable is used in place of the Dual Start/Stop cable in
Section 8.7, UUT SYSTEM CHECK. This Proving cable will eliminate all errors
involved in the shorting of the flowmeter signal.

HP-220
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8.3

UUT SYSTEM OPERATION CHECK
Perform a complete test of the UUT transfer standard using the following procedure.
1.
2.
3.


Perform a visual inspection of all cabling.
Examine flowmeter and/or replace the flowmeter bearings.
Verify proper flowmeter pickup coil resistance with an ohm meter.

Connect the CALIBRATOR and UUT system using standard trade practices and the figure below.

SY14B-VR2-FM cable,
connect from Transfer
Standard Flowmeter to the
UUT input of CALIBRATOR

Hoffer Master
Flowmeter
connection

UUT Transfer Standard
Temperature probe
connection
Hoffer Master Temperature
Probe connection
CALIBRATOR

UUT
Transfer Standard
Control Valve
Fluid flow
retrun to
tank

Hoffer Master
Flowmeter

Fluid
flow
from
pump

Transfer Standard
Temperature Probe
Hoffer Master
Temperature Probe

Transfer Standard
Flowmeter

Transfer Standard
Blow-Down Valve.

Figure 8-1

Connection diagram for Flowmeter Calibration



Turn the power on for both the CALIBRATOR and UUT systems.



On both the CALIBRATOR and UUT systems use the PRINT key at the label field “TEST
TYPE” to select SENSOR CHECK. Press the START key on both systems to enter the SENSOR
CHECK test mode.



On both systems use the scroll key to display PRINT SETUP. Press the PRINT keys on both
systems to print the setups. Verify that the CALIBRATOR configuration matches the
configuration of the UUT system. Pay particular attention to the UNIT OF MEASUREMENT and
SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT settings. If the configuration of both units do not match, enter
the CONFIGURATION mode of the CALIBRATOR and set its configuration to match the
configuration of the UUT.

WARNING: If the SY14B units and System of Measure option in the CONFIGURATION Mode
do not match the display units of the UNIT UNDER TEST(UUT), inaccurate test results will
occur.



SY14B

Continue with the next section SYSTEM COOL DOWN.
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8.4

SYSTEM COOL DOWN


While in SENSOR CHECK test mode, cool down the pump, piping, CALIBRATOR transfer
standard, and UUT transfer standard taking care not to gas spin the CALIBRATOR and UUT
flowmeters. Use the following COOL DOWN procedure to properly cool down the system.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Open pump inlet valve.
Open recalculating valve.
Open delivery valve.
Gradually open outlet valve of the Transfer Standard. Gravity should not start to cool down
the system.
If necessary use blow down valve of the Transfer Standard to vent gas.
When system is nearing cool down, close outlet valve of transfer standard, start pump
recalculating back into the tank. Gradually open the outlet valve of the prover to finish cool
down of prover. Let the pump continue to recalculate for two or three minutes.
Use the up or down arrow keys of the CALIBRATOR to display the FLOWRATE.
Raise the pump speed to its maximum safe operating speed. Read the flowrate on the
CALIBRATOR display, this is FLOWRATE_MAX_CD
Lower the pump speed to its minimum setting. Read the flowrate on the CALIBRATOR
display, this is FLOWRATE_MIN_CD

WARNING: In steps 8 and 9 above you have determined the operating flowrate range
of the test system. If the operating flowrate range of the test system does not cover the
operating flowrate range of the transfer standard flowmeter, then the transfer standard
will not be able to properly calibrate the truck systems.

10. Use the up and down arrow keys on the CALIBRATOR and UUT to display STD
TEMPERATURE. Compare the CALIBRATOR STD temperature to the STD temperature
displayed on the UUT. If both temperature readings are stabilized and within one degree of
each other, then the system is properly cool down.


8.5

Continue with the next section, UUT CALIBRATION PART 1.

UUT CALIBRATION PART 1


Return the CALIBRATOR to TEST MODE SETUP by pressing the MODE key. Refer to
Chapter 3 Section 4 for instructions on entering in the test parameters. Make the following settings
to the CALIBRATOR TEST MODE SETUP mode:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

HP-220

TEST TYPE = FLOWMETER CAL
USE PROVER IN = NO.
AUTO TEST = YES.
FLUID TYPE = working fluid type on LIN LOX LAR systems.
DELIVERY MODE = delivery mode of CO2 system.
UUT AVER K-FACT (LPG systems) = enter K-Factor of UUT flowmeter.
PROBES ATTACHED = TEMPERATURE
DENS CORR METH (non LPG systems) = TEMPERATURE.
VOL CORR METH (LPG systems) = TEMPERATURE
DEFAULT PRES = operating fluid pressure of system.
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11. SPECIFIC GRAVITY (LPG systems) = specific gravity of working fluid.
12. MIN FLOWRATE = FLOWRATE_MIN_CD
13. MAX FLOWRATE = FLOWRATE_MIN_CD + (( FLOWRATE_MAX_CD FLOWRATE_MIN_CD)*(4/9))
14. METER SERIAL NUMBER = serial number of transfer standard flowmeter.
15. ELECTRONICS SERIAL NUMBER = serial number of transfer standard SY14B.

Testing may now begin. The discharge valve on the trailer should be left fully open. The testing
should cover the range of flow and pressure that the unit will normally see in service. Pump
discharge pressures of 150 PSI or greater are recommended to avoid excessive pump wear. This
is done by setting back pressure with the outlet valve of the UUT transfer standard. Lower
pressures may also result in cavitation of the CALIBRATOR or UUT metering system. It is also
necessary to maintain the internal vessel pressure during proving to avoid cavitation in the
pump or flowmeters. The pump speed, prover outlet valve, and the pump recalculating valve
may be used to set various flow rates and discharge pressures.

NOTE: During the calibration runs, the SY14B monitors flowrate, frequency, and fluid
conditions. If an operation error occurs, such as GAS INHIBIT, totalization may stop. Please
refer to Chapter 6 SERVICE GUIDE when these error conditions exist.



Use the following procedure for part 1 of the UUT flowmeter calibration:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Adjust the flow rate to the suggested flowrate displayed on the CALIBRATOR. If the
flowrate is adjusted to within +/- 2.5% of the SET TO flowrate then PRESS START will be
flashed on the screen.
Press the START key to begin a calibration run. The CALIBRATOR will control the cycling
of the calibration runs until the value of REPEATS POINTS is reached. While the
CALIBRATOR is cycling it will print the total, flowrate, frequency, and K/M-factor for each
run. After all of the calibration runs for a single calibration point flowrate is completed, the
CALIBRATOR will stop its cycle process and print the averages of the total, flowrate,
frequency and K/M-factor. After printing the averages the CALIBRATOR will print the delta
repeatability of the frequency and K/M-factor. While the printing is occurring the
CALIBRATOR will ask the user to adjust the flowrate for the next calibration point.
At this point you can review the printed ticket information and decide if the data resulting
from the calibration runs is acceptable. If the data is not acceptable then you can rerun the
same calibration point again by using the UP and DOWN arrow keys of the CALIBRATOR
to set the calibration point flowrate. If the data from the calibration point runs are acceptable,
then return to step 1 above and continue with the flowmeter calibration.
Repeat steps 1 through 3 until all five calibration point runs have been completed. This will
be indicated by FREQ 1 and KFACT 1 being displayed after the last set of calibration point
runs are completed.
You can review any of the saved runs by pressing the UP or DOWN arrow keys. If you wish
to rerun a run, press the START key while viewing that run. If you are satisfied with all the
runs, press the PRINT key to create the FINAL CALIBRATION REPORT. The
CALIBRATOR will return to TEST MODE SETUP after printing of the FINAL
CALIBRATION REPORT is initiated.

Continue with the next section, UUT CALIBRATION PART 2.
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8.6

UUT CALIBRATION PART 2


Make the following changes to the TEST MODE SETUP mode of the CALIBRATOR:
1.
2.



Press the START key of the CALIBRATOR to enter the FLOWMETER CAL test mode. Use the
following procedure for part 2 of the UUT flowmeter calibration:
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

HP-220

MIN FLOWRATE = FLOWRATE_MIN_CD + (( FLOWRATE_MAX_CD FLOWRATE_MIN_CD) * (5/9)).
MAX FLOWRATE = FLOWRATE_MAX_CD.

Adjust the flow rate to the suggested flowrate displayed on the CALIBRATOR. If the
flowrate is adjusted to within +/- 2.5% of the SET TO flowrate then PRESS START will be
flashed on the screen.
Press the START key to begin a calibration run. The CALIBRATOR will control the cycling
of the calibration runs until the value of REPEATS POINTS is reached. While the
CALIBRATOR is cycling it will print the total, flowrate, frequency, and K/M-factor for each
run. After all of the calibration runs for a single calibration point flowrate is completed, the
CALIBRATOR will stop its cycle process and print the averages of the total, flowrate,
frequency and K/M-factor. After printing the averages the CALIBRATOR will print the delta
repeatability of the frequency and K/M-factor. While the printing is occurring the
CALIBRATOR will ask the user to adjust the flowrate for the next calibration point.
At this point you can review the printed ticket information and decide if the data resulting
from the calibration runs is acceptable. If the data is not acceptable then you can rerun the
same calibration point again by using the UP and DOWN arrow keys of the CALIBRATOR
to set the calibration point flowrate. If the data from the calibration point runs are acceptable,
then return to step 1 above, and continue with the flowmeter calibration.
Repeat steps 1 through 3 until all five calibration point runs have been completed. This will
be indicated by FREQ 1 and KFACT 1 being displayed after the last set of calibration point
runs are completed.
You can review any of the saved runs by pressing the UP or DOWN arrow keys. If you wish
to rerun a run, press the START key while viewing that run. If you are satisfied with all the
runs, press the PRINT key to create the FINAL CALIBRATION REPORT. The SY14B will
return to TEST MODE SETUP after printing of the FINAL CALIBRATION REPORT is
initiated.



You now have two FINAL CALIBRATION REPORTs. Use the CALIBRATION REPORT that
has the lower flowrates, for the first five linearization pairs that are in enter in the UUT
CALIBRATION mode. Use the CALIBRATION REPORT that has the highest flowrates as the
second five linearization pairs that are in enter into the UUT CALIBRATION mode. See Chapter
4 for information on entering in the calibration results. To recap, the CALIBRATION REPORT
obtain from PART 1 is used to program linearization pairs one through five. The CALIBRATION
REPORT obtain in PART 2 is used to program the linearization pairs six through ten.



Perform a set of final runs using the SYSTEM CHECK test mode of both the CALIBRATOR and
UUT systems. Continue on with the next section.
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8.7

UUT SYSTEM CHECK


Make the following changes to the system wiring:
1.
2.
3.

Remove SY14B-VR2-FM cable from the CALIBRATOR and the UUT flowmeter.
Reconnect the UUT flowmeter to the UUT SY14B electronics console.
Connect SY14B-VR2-PR cable from CALIBRATOR prover connection to UUT prover
connection. See figure below.

SY14B-VR2-PR cable,
connected from
CALIBRATOR PROVER to
UUT PROVER INPUT

Hoffer Master
Flowmeter
connection

UUT Transfer Standard
Flowmeter connection.
UUT Transfer Standard
Temperature probe
connection

Hoffer Master Temperature
Probe connection
CALIBRATOR

UUT
Transfer Standard
Control Valve

Fluid flow
retrun to
tank

Fluid
flow
from
pump

Transfer Standard
Temperature Probe
Hoffer Master
Temperature Probe

Hoffer Master
Flowmeter

Transfer Standard
Flowmeter

Transfer Standard
Blow-Down Valve.

Figure 8-2


After programming in the results from FLOWMETER CALIBRATION PART 1 and 2, Press the
START key to return the UUT system back to the TEST MODE SETUP mode. Make the
following changes to the UUT TEST MODE SETUP mode.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

SY14B

UUT System Check wiring diagram

TEST TYPE = SYSTEM CHECK
USE PROVER IN = YES
PR SIGNAL TYPE = LEVEL
AUTO TEST = NO
FLUID TYPE = type of fluid being used on LIN LOX LAR systems.
DELIVERY MODE = delivery mode of CO2 system.
PROBES ATTACHED = TEMPERATURE, note, if both temperature and pressure probes
are present then set PROBES ATTACHED to TEMP & PRES.
VOIL CORR METH (LPG systems) = TEMPERATURE
DENS CORR METH (not LPG systems) = TEMPERATURE.
DEFAULT PRES = set to flowing pressure of system.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY (LPG systems) = fluid specific gravity.
MIN FLOWRATE = FLOWRATE_MIN_CD.
MAX FLOWRATE = FLOWRATE_MAX_CD.
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PRESS the START key of the UUT SY14B twice.



Use the up or down scroll key to display DELIVERY TOTAL on the UUT’ SY14B.



Change the TEST TYPE of the CALIBRATOR to SYSTEM CHECK.



PRESS the START key of the CALIBRATOR to enter the SYSTEM CHECK test mode. Use the
following procedure to perform a system check of the UUT system.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

HP-220

Adjust the flow rate as desire or as close as possible to the suggested flowrate displayed on
the CALIBRATOR.
Press the ZERO key to clear the UUT total. Press the START key of the CALIBRATOR to
begin the proving runs. Monitor all conditions and maintain a steady flow rate during the
proving runs. Use the UP and DOWN arrow keys of the CALIBRATOR to review the
accumulated data. The CALIBRATOR will run each proving run for approximately 2 minutes
and then automatically stop itself. The total number of proving runs that the CALIBRATOR
performs is determine by the setting of REPEAT POINTS.
When the CALIBRATOR prompts you for the UUT TOTAL, enter the DELIVERY TOTAL
of the UUT. After entering the delivery total. clear the UUT total by pressing its ZERO key.
After clearing the UUT total, press the START or PRINT key of the CALIBRATOR to begin
the next proving run.
Repeat step 3 unitil the value of REPEAT POINTS is reached. After the total number of
repeated proving runs are completed the CALIBRATOR will prompt you for the OLD data.
There is no need to enter any OLD data into the CALIBRATOR. Press the PRINT or START
key to display NEW CALCULATED data.
Press the PRINT key of the CALIBRATOR to create the FINAL SYSTEM CHECK
REPORT. After the final report is initiated the CALIBRATOR will return to the TEST
MODE SETUP mode.



The error results of the SYSTEM CHECK should be with the repeatability of the flowmeter and
accuracy of the temperature probes.



Enter the CONFIGURATION mode of the UUT and set the LAST SERVICE DATE and NEXT
SERVICE DATE fields.



Enter the SENSOR CHECK test mode of the UUT and print out the setup.



Remove power from both the CALIBRATOR and UUT system. Completely drain all piping and
disconnect the test system.
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POWER SUPPLY MODULE
Three types of power supply assemblies are available to select from:

MODEL NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

95M2885-2
95M2952-2
95M2952-6

9-40 volts DC
120 volts AC
220 volts AC

Alll three power supply assemblies come mounted on a plate and four holes are provided for mounting as shown in FIGURE E.4.
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